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Surging LA-based network continues to leverage its multi-platform approach to deliver programming that inspires and motivates
families across the U.S.
PR9.NET October 08, 2018 - LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA,- OKTV (Opportunity Knocks Television), a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Purespectrum Inc. (PSRU:OTC), has achieved record viewership figures across a 30-day period with 1,119,516 online viewers.
(Source: ending September 25, 2018 multi-platform monthly report)
The network has adopted a multi-channel approach allowing its viewers to access its 24/7 programming via DirectTV, Roku, Amazon
Fire, Rabbit TV, Facebook, and on smart televisions. Additionally, OKTV is available for download on IPhone (IOS) and Android
phones.
The utilization of Roku, which has 14 million users within the U.S., has been key to achieving OKTV?s high viewership figure with the
addition of this dedicated channel on the device. The digital media landscape is also playing a role in providing ripe conditions for the
growth of niche broadcast entertainment networks of which ours has major competitive advantages.
?The rapid rise in viewership figures demonstrates that our programming ? which includes originals, series, documentaries, and
feature films ? are striking a chord with our audiences,? said Xavier Mitchell, CEO of both Purespectrum Inc. and OKTV. He
continues, ?The wide reach of our network is also key and its presence on internet-connected TVs means families are coming
together to share in the consumption of our unique programming. We are a smaller version of Netflix, but we are superior in catering
to the needs of our audience.?
The evolving media landscape means that figures for traditional TV viewership continue to falter, with 2017 being the first year that
the consumption of digital video exceeded that of traditional TV. This downloaded or streaming video consumption takes place
primarily on smartphone and tablet devices which leads to an insular and splintered media experience.
Due to our exponential growth, our team is concentrating its efforts on perfecting its offerings and continuing to broaden our reach.
Opportunity Knocks Television is dedicated to providing opportunity for content providers, young directors and new producers to have
their work featured on a network to showcase their creativity beyond YouTube.

####
Legal Notice Regarding Forward-Looking Statements:
This press release contains forward-looking information within the meaning of section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933 and section
21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and is subject to the safe harbor created by those sections. This material contains
statements about expected future events and/or financial results that are forward-looking in nature and subject to risks and
uncertainties. That includes the possibility that the business outlined in this press release cannot be concluded for some reason. That
could be as a result of technical, installation, permitting or other problems that were not anticipated. Such forward-looking statements
by definition involve risks, uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of
Purespectrum Inc. to be materially different from the statements made herein. Except for any obligation under the U.S. federal
securities laws, Purespectrum Inc. undertakes no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statement as a result of new
information, future events or otherwise.

About OKTV
OKTV (Opportunity Knocks) is a broadcast entertainment network offering 24/7, 365 days a year family oriented programming.
Viewers can enjoy original programming, TV series, documentaries and feature films across a wide variety of genres. The network
can be watched by viewers free of charge anytime, anywhere, on any Internet-connected screen, TV or mobile device by visiting the
website at www. Or by downloading the OKTV app.
The network debuted in March, 2018 and is available in the U.S. on DirectTV, and also accessible via Roku, Amazon Fire, and Rabbit
TV. OKTV also streams live on its Facebook page and via Phillips and Samsung Smart TVs, as well as on the app TVtogo.

###

About OKTV
OKTV offers television with a uniquely distinctive, positive, and conducive approach to entertainment for viewers between the ages of
18 to 65. The programme lineup for OKTV is a familiar mix of reality TV shows, cookery shows, sports, music shows, self-help
programmes and talkshows. Based on a set of creative and positive values, the network opens the door for original programming
intended to impact lives through philanthropic endeavors and social consciousness.
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